
 Urman arrives at National Division to report to the Commissioner on the failing status on 

Canada‟s revenge for the 2007 failed American invasion of Canada (getting Ted Cruz 

elected).  The plan is failing because of the surprising popularity of Donald Trump, 

someone one notes “seriously what the hell is wrong with Americans?”  Urman notes it‟s 

unfortunate that the idiots from Division O and their friends weren‟t still alive to take out 

Donald Trump because they would be the only ones stupid enough to do it and with their 

track record Canada  

 Commissioner puts on sun glasses and pulls: 

 
There‟s then a discussion of how the Zombie AIDS outbreak “a few years ago” was 

orchestrated by the Canadian government to rid them of Division O (and Steve and Zoey 

with slight discussion of Zoey‟s sex change and whatever „his‟ name is now).  It didn‟t 

go as planned and anger and outrage forced the RCMP to have the Mounties stage their 

deaths except for Peter who was actually killed by the Jejunum.  The Canadian 

government then gave them a new life and identities as well as a constant flow of hush 

money and moved them to a place where they would never be found.  (This discussion 

also speaks of the deaths of Sherman and Thurman, Urman‟s brothers, will need to check 

“Idiots of the Dead” and “The End” for specifics). 

 Winnipeg is the place where the Mounties would never be found.  Mike is seen playing 

video games.  His wife is complaining that he should get off his ass and get a job.  Mike 

explains that with the payment he receives from the Canadian government there‟s no 

reason to.  She groans about living under their assumed.  The two then hear the shower 

turn on.  The two argue over who is going to check it, she finally gives in and says he has 

until she gets back to check online for jobs.   

o Mike continues to play video games but hears her scream.  He sighs as he pauses 

the game and walks to the bathroom where she‟s rambling about a wild man in 

the shower.  Mike pulls the curtain back to see Eugene fully clothed hat and all in 

the shower.  Mike is forced to explain that Eugene‟s suicide was a hoax so Mike 

could get more money from the government after faking his death and that 

Eugene‟s been locked in their shed since then.  She says they don‟t have a shed 

and forces the two out of the house when there is a knock at the door. 

 The knock is Urman who is there to recruit Mike (and Eugene after being 

surprised to see he‟s is still alive) to help him find the other Mounties, 

defeat Donald Trump, and make sure Ted Cruz gets elected so Canada can 



finally have their revenge on the US after the 2007 invasion.  Mike and 

Eugene note they have to suit up/down the red again.  Mike shouts upstairs 

that he got his old job back and is going to be late for dinner; Eugene says 

he already ate their dinner. 

 Mike and Eugene are back in their Mountie uniforms alongside Urman in the woods 

trying to figure out how to locate the other Mounties.  Eugene begins making a random 

noise when asked to stop he says it‟s his Mountie call.  Mike says there‟s no such thing as 

a Mountie call when everyone shows up saying they heard the Mountie call.  Eugene 

makes fun of Mike for being wrong. 

o Everyone discusses what happened to them after they were forced the fake their 

deaths and how ridiculous it was they were all given new identities.  Somewhere 

in here Billy and Zoey argue over who was the better Captain exclamation point.  

During their argument it comes out that Zoey only took over as captain 

exclamation point because Billy was raped into a coma by the pedophile.  Billy 

says that's not true he just moved to the Yukon.  He instantly figures out it was 

Mike who started this rumor and asks Mike what he did.  Mike responds "told 

everyone you were raped in to a coma by a pedophile weren't you paying 

attention?"  Billy tackles Mike and beats him up a bit before the others eventually 

decide to pull Billy off of Mike.  Then they get back on to the task at hand. 

o Mike: Guess it‟s time to save… 

o Eugene: …the day one last time 

o *Mountie roll call* 

 Ted Cruz shows up as a South Park stereotypical Canadian and Donald Trump is revealed 

to actually be Commissioner Johnson and in control of Canada‟s greatest enemy, the 

Ileum.  Turns out when the Jejunum died he was accidentally ground up and turned into a 

wig that was accidentally exposed to ha-la-la juice creating the Ileum.  The wig was then 

sold to Commissioner Johnson which allowed him to disguise himself as Donald Trump.  

The Mounties slowly get picked off one by one leaving Mike and Eugene left but Billy‟s 

ghost ultimately saves the day though Mike and Eugene take credit.   

 Trump and Cruz are still alive at the end and one of them ends up nuking Winnipeg right 

after “once again the day is saved by Mike, Eugene, and Billy‟s Ghost the Mounties.”  

Everyone is seen in hell playing cards.  Include masks of characters that aren‟t there 

(Peter, Duodenum, Ezekiel, etc) and use lighting to make it look like they‟re there 

playing cards with everyone else. 


